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althouGh she has written two imPressive volumes oF Poetry, The PaInTed Lady in 2006 and The Love Procession in 2012, the Canberra poet suzanne edgar has not 
yet received the critical attention she clearly merits. Although there have been brief re-
views of her poetry, there has been no extended consideration of it prior to this essay.
Born and educated in Adelaide, edgar came to Canberra as a young woman 
with her husband peter. she taught Women’s studies at the Australian national 
University and was a contributing editor with the Dictionary of Australian Biography 
for over twenty years. she began her literary career with a book of short stories, 
Counting Back and Other Stories (U of Queensland p, 1991). there is an essay by 
d’Arcy Randall, “seven Writers and Australia’s Literary Capital,” dealing with ed-
gar and other Canberra writers of fiction, in Republics of Letters: Literary Communi-
ties in Australia (sydney Up, 2012), edited by peter Kirkpatrick and Robert dixon. 
Randall does not discuss her poetry.
edgar’s total output of poems is close to two hundred and fifty, often complex 
in thought, always clear in expression. the lack of critical attention to edgar’s po-
etry needs to be redressed, for her books belong alongside those of the outstand-
ing women poets of her lifetime in Australia: Judith Wright, Gwen Harwood, and 
Rosemary dobson. it is with these poets, too, that her work should be considered. 
they were born twenty or more years earlier than her (Wright in 1915; Harwood 
and dobson in 1920) and had established a tradition into which she fits comfort-
ably. they were all highly educated and found inspiration for many of their themes 
in fields like Australian history (Wright), music (Harwood), and painting (dobson 
and Harwood), and suzanne edgar followed them with her interest in painting.
edgar’s most important contribution to Australian literature and to world litera-
ture in general lies in her love poetry, and it is to this body of her work that i will devote 
most attention. Love, as she portrays it in her poetry, is a deep and enduring intimacy, 
a mutual belonging. this is a far cry from the Romantic concept of an intense passion 
between two grand figures (like tristan and Yseult), a love that is often cut short by 
the death of the lovers. Her concept of love is an embracing of common humanity in 
a love that endures for a lifetime. the other group of her poems that most calls for at-
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tention thematically is her memory poems—poems she has written to preserve certain 
memories from the annihilation of time. these poems are mainly autobiographical 
in origin, centered on her family experiences. they touch off a third group, a series of 
socially conscious poems that portray people whose lives have resembled hers in some 
way (“Vigil” and “the impending,” for instance, both of which deal with contemplat-
ing the approach of death as edgar did with her sister), or who have endured problems 
that will not go away (like the hardworking owner of the unprofitable “true Café”). 
this third group is represented in a series of tableaux. And there is a smaller body of 
poems dealing with aspects of nature, close observation of animals and birds that have 
captured her attention (e.g., a bowerbird in “timbarra,” an echidna in “Uriarra,” a 
platypus in “Malunggang”). these clusters of nature poems are interspersed in both 
volumes between groups of socially conscious poems, serving to lighten the mood. 
But to return to her love poems: for edgar, love is rooted in common humanity. it 
is an enduring commitment of one imperfect but often wonderful person to another 
imperfect but often wonderful person. so she accepts the harmless white lies of her 
“dear Automatic Liar” in answer to her inconvenient questions, for he tells the truth 
when he declares “i love you, true. / Cross my heart, i do.” Her concept of love permits 
sexual fantasies about others, for these are commonly part of our sexual lives. When 
she hears the “tap, tap” of a loose screen in the wind, she thinks in “An intrusion,” 
if only that were the rattle of stones
seeking a rendezvous
by a man with Heathcliff’s eyes
or the lure of a Lancelot.
But if she permits sexual fantasies as simply human, she outlaws infidelities. in 
“the pact,” she celebrates the love that “has kept its force through time and tears” 
between herself and her husband:
Many have tried to undermine our pact
and run away with you, or sometimes me . . .
those who tried fell back before the fact
that you and i have never been for hire.
Love, as edgar represents it, is a state within a committed relationship. Her most 
memorable image of happy lovers is in her poem “the Lovers,” where she describes 
a couple curled up in bed:
Under the rounded shell of the quilt
and settled, facing in,
our bodies form two halves of a nut,
complex, neat, compact.
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the warmth of another body, closeness, a sense of belonging, and intimacy are what 
she stresses in love.
Among the great virtues of love to edgar is its ability to comfort and reassure, 
to repair wounds. Here her poems about love link with her memory poems that 
deal with disturbing experiences in her earlier life, for it was through love that she 
recovered from these experiences. As a child, while suffering from a fever, she over-
heard her parents quarrel (“sweet peas”). they were to separate later and ultimately 
her mother committed suicide (“Legacies 1”). Her sister died from a protracted and 
painful illness (“At Forty-eight”). An aunt with a crippled foot died without ever 
having had a lover (“the Loneliness of salt”). only three relatives, including edgar 
herself, attended that burial, on a cold gray day that “closed with a whining gale” 
(“A Burial”). these troubling experiences were offset by a happy marriage. edgar 
did not feel a desire to suppress her memories of the past: she saw memories pri-
marily as testifying to the continuity of our existence, anchoring us to the past and 
holding out a future. they are at war with oblivion. 
the memories that are the subject of her poems are of various kinds. predomi-
nantly they are memories of what happened to her within her family, like observing 
the disintegration of her parents’ marriage in “Measuring a Marriage.” And there 
are poems about mementoes of people from the past, like those listed in “private 
Museum”: a jeweled snuffbox, old secateurs, chrysoprase earrings, a ukulele. By 
extension from the memory poems, there are poems in both volumes that seem 
memory-like, having taken their creative impulse in her own experiences of endur-
ing problems: these are poems about other people living lives of hardship or abuse, 
sometimes in other countries (e.g., “Chica,”about a woman tortured in Chile dur-
ing the pinochet regime). 
Undercurrents of a fear of abandonment and a sensitivity towards lovelessness 
run through edgar’s work, attesting to old wounds that she has felt or witnessed. 
But there are also memories that she cherishes, often preserved through memen-
toes like the Rheinberg piano brought from Berlin a hundred years ago, played 
now by her husband (“two pianists”). people who have lived and died in a house 
can leave an enduring sense of their presence (“forty years of ghosts”), we are told, 
and such memories are not to be lightly left behind when one moves house; in a 
new house “strangers’ ghosts / drift queerly through the space” (“the Leavings”). 
edgar’s writing of a series of poems designed to preserve memories is in itself evi-
dence that events in her life shook her sense of permanence. these memory poems 
explain the importance she attaches to a sense of belonging in her love poetry. in 
“i’m Keeping these,” one of the first poems in her first volume, she clings posses-
sively to her happiest memories of physical intimacy, refusing to bequeath them to 
any who come after her: “they go with me.” 
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the thematic aspects of edgar’s work are largely summarized in her poem “A 
Conversation,” the second poem in The Love Procession after the title poem, an indi-
cation of its importance in edgar’s overview of her work. the conversation in this 
poem is between a man and the poet discussing the chief sources of their happiness 
in life. the man declares that the three greatest pleasures in his life are painting 
because it makes him rich without money, poetry because it lets him sing without a 
choir, and nature (“the bush”) because it makes him smile without a joke. the poet 
does not distance herself from any of these, for they are also among her own, but 
asserts that her own highest priority is love, for
love warms my bones
without a fire, 
it’s a journey i take
without leaving home. 
the increase in the number and the seriousness of her love poems from her first 
volume of poetry to her second is another indication of the importance to edgar 
of the subject. 
one of edgar’s most distinctive characteristics is her control of tone, a particularly 
difficult aspect of poetry to master. Her control is always assured: she moves smoothly 
from the lightness of “summer Rain” to the grimness of “the trial.” “summer Rain” 
is a love poem built around “rain air” as a metaphor for a lover “coming home with 
gifts,” refreshing “every cranny in the house”; “the trial” looks with “a rising sense of 
dread” towards an imminent meeting with one’s grown-up children now become one’s 
pitiless judges. the apparent ease with which edgar controls the tone of two such dif-
ferent poems is deceptive: it comes rather from years of constant painstaking revision 
of her writing. in “doing the Laundry” she deals with the subject of revision through 
a metaphor taken from a childhood memory of hers in the 1940s. she associates her 
own painstaking work revising her lines with watching her mother perform the parallel 
onerous activity of laundering clothes before the days of washing machines: 
she fed our sodden sheets and clothes
between the mangle’s rubber rollers . . .
now i work in a cluttered room
feeding paper through the slot
behind a noisy printer’s rollers . . .
in a sunny room the laundered lines
are scanned again for tangled thoughts . . .
the copy must be whiter than white.
that edgar is concerned with conciseness is immediately obvious from the physical 
appearance of her poems: they are short. Her four longest poems are all less than 
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fifty lines in length: “Chica,” “private Museum,” “A King’s Remains,” and “talk-
ing Late.” in addition, her verse lines are unusually short. poems with lines of four 
stresses are her favorite form—there are about thirty such poems—but about twenty 
of her poems have three stress lines, and about twenty-five have lines varying be-
tween three and four stresses. Altogether, poems with lines of three or four stresses 
make up about half of edgar’s work. Her most impressive use of short lines is of 
those with two stresses, whether in the grim “old dubbo Gaol, 2004” or the very 
opposite, the gentle “Love poem.” in the former she warns that 
dark photos there
of eight they hanged
will crack your bones
to the marrow.
in the latter she confides to her husband,
i strain to hear
the hum of your car
returning at night
with the kiss to come.
Both poems—the one disturbing, the other reassuring—have an unerring control of 
mood and a strong impact that makes them stand out in edgar’s work. 
on the whole, edgar is freer and more relaxed with free verse, although she is 
notably successful too with the traditional five-stress line in established forms like 
the sonnet and the villanelle. she has written two admirable villanelles, “Resolu-
tion” and “After drought.” Her five-stress poems are almost confined to her son-
nets. one of her best, “inside the square,” is about the form itself. the title refers 
to the physical appearance of the sonnet, “a squarish-looking thing”:
sonnets always wear their hats and gloves—
conservative is not a tag they shun . . .
but still they have their forceful little fling
which often turns assumptions upside down.
Having mastered the form, edgar has a respect and affection for it, but seems always 
to be drawn back to a freer verse. 
in her work as an editor and contributor to the Australian Dictionary of Biogra-
phy—she wrote over fifty entries for it—edgar learned to watch every word, carefully 
avoiding any hint of verbiage, and has honed her skills to a high art. Her poems are 
not merely short but focused and disciplined. A look at just two aspects of her style, 
her use of adjectives and of pronouns, will reveal how careful is her art. 
edgar is notably restrained in her use of adjectives before nouns. When she uses 
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adjectives, she normally makes them serve an extra function beyond their highlight-
ing a particular aspect of their noun. in “the Web,” which deals with a fear of alone-
ness as she wakes, she mentions “dreadful dreams / of a frozen dawn,” a phrase in 
which “dreadful” not only intensifies “dreams” but links the dreams by alliteration 
to “frozen dawn” to strengthen the whole context. And in “Lost property,” which 
deals with her pleasure at recognizing winter clothes brought out again for the sea-
son, she lingers over beloved coats “with softest cashmere scarves,” a phrase in which 
“softest” is linked to neighboring soft sibilants to heighten the sense of pleasure.
edgar’s use of pronouns is unobtrusive but central in controlling her relationship 
with her readers. Her most common pronoun is “i” (with its variants “me,” “my,” and 
“mine”), but it is not a self-concerned usage: she does not focus attention upon her-
self. edgar’s “i” is a ready sharing of her impressions and experiences with the reader 
and an implicit invitation to join her in them. Her “i” and “my” change easily into the 
inclusive “we” and “our.” “Love poem,” which opens her first volume, provides a good 
example of the transition from “your” and “my” to “our” as the poet recalls the fine 
fur of “your arm against mine / in our clean-sheeted bed.” in “nightfall” the “man / 
gutting fish for food” that she sees as she walks into her home instantly loses his third-
person status as both assume a joint identity: “We fold ourselves together / like two 
hands in prayer.” if the reader’s presence is not made explicit through use of a “you” 
in this poem or others, it is because our presence is assumed there. Whether she is 
addressing a poem to the man she loves in “Valentine” or whether she is in her house 
absorbed in memories of her family in “Mirror image,” we are there with her. edgar’s 
poems are usually an experience shared with the reader: having beckoned us into 
her poem, she guides us throughout. “the true Café” provides an example of how, 
through her use of pronouns at the beginning, she turns a mention of an off-putting 
experience in a run-down sydney café into an attractive invitation to join her there:
A blowfly in my coffee
in a café up the Cross
was not the sort of seasoning
you like to come across . . .
My friend who runs the joint
can barely pay the rent . . . 
But . . . the goulash that she serves
is spicy, rich and hot. 
the pronoun change from “my” to “you,” a “you” that is here at once personal and 
impersonal, pulls us into the poem from the start, and we are kept in it by a number 
of clever devices till the end. the mention of “My friend,” for instance, seems to be 
addressed to us as well as referring to a third person and attracts our attention again. 
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And the mention of “the sort of seasoning / you like” at the beginning is recalled 
and transformed at the end in the endorsement of the spicy, rich goulash. edgar’s 
diction in the poem is colloquial, as in “runs the joint,” and there are several of the 
contractions of everyday conversation in the poem: “i’m,” “doesn’t,” and “it’s.” We 
are there with the poet throughout the poem, a little warily at the beginning, expec-
tantly at the end. it is only in her poems about people with hard lives, like “Chica,” 
that edgar contemplates the scene alone, in her own distress, without the reader. 
edgar’s is an intimate poetry. it is not so much concerned with the larger world as 
with close personal relationships with people she has known. But she extends her con-
cern to two groups of people for whom she feels a particular empathy. the first group 
is made up of people who resemble edgar in bringing a dedication parallel to hers to 
their exacting work—people like “the Ring Maker,” “the Bookbinder,” or “the Col-
lector.” the second group is made up of various people from different countries and 
backgrounds who have had a very stressful existence, like the “Red Madonna,” a home-
less woman seen in san Francisco, or the Chinese “erhu player” at Circular Quay in 
sydney. in all the poems of these two groups, edgar is a perceptive, sympathetic observ-
er. everything coheres in her stance as an intimate poet: the people she writes about, 
the personal quality of her feeling for the people. And her imagery and her diction.
edgar’s imagery is chiefly of the body: one keeps finding references to the eyes, 
throat, chest, cheek, skin, hair, foot, and so on. the chief aspect of the body that 
is conveyed is its warmth as lovers sleep together; it is not directly linked to ideas 
of sex. one poem, “the Hands of a sage,” singles out the hands for particular at-
tention, stressing their role in necessary skills and control. We are always reminded 
that the body is half of an existence that is made up of body and mind/soul, and 
that it is the more vulnerable half. “travelling Companions” discusses a dichotomy 
of “out there” (my mental/spiritual life) and “over here” (my body):
My life has fancy plans
which tend to issue, 
winged and hopeful,
from my head . . .
But a body has other ideas
and over many years . . .
this animal has wrecked
some highfalutin schemes . . . 
will trip my life up
bringing them both down. 
the next most common source of her imagery is the contents of a house: its furni-
ture and domestic objects. one finds many references to such objects as chairs, a 
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settee and cushions, a rocker, piano, clock, lamp, bowl, vase, letter-rack, telephone, 
bed, bath, mirror, fridge, and, most basic of all, a kitchen table, the central object 
in a house. Linked to this furniture imagery is edgar’s third most common source 
of imagery, clothing: pants, shirts, ties, suits, shorts, skirts, blouses, scarves, coats, 
hats, gloves. the two areas of imagery, household objects and items of clothing, are 
associated in that they both provide a sense of familiarity, security, and protection. 
that connection is clearest in her poem “Vincent,” about Van Gogh:
The Bedroom at Arles still casts its spell:
a glint of orange on table legs,
the rounded shape of a rumpled quilt
three old jackets hanging from pegs;
one man’s life in a rented room. . .
these familiar objects, furniture and clothing, are credited with calming Vincent, 
though in the end they do not prevail:
Faithful friends, they calmed his nerves,
enabled him to rise and fill
the china basin from its jug . . . 
At his wits’ end, these were no help.
no wooden bed or towel on its nail . . .
could change his mind or would prevail
when he fired a pistol into his chest.
edgar’s diction is pitched between colloquial and elegant, a highly flexible medi-
um. even her complex thoughts are always couched in simple and dignified language. 
At times she uses everyday Australian slang, terms rather more likely to be used in 
everyday situations there than their standard equivalent—words like chooks (chickens), 
spuds (potatoes) , mozzies (mosquitoes)—in keeping with the tone of a particular poem. 
one stylistic trait that is noticeable in her poems is the rarity of continuous verb forms. 
the poems accordingly suggest themes, situations, or states that seem more enduring 
than temporary. this aspect is noticeable in “song of the Crestfallen pigeon,” where 
we are told that the pigeon, looking through a window, adores a bird of wood, gazes 
from the other side, believes he woos a dove, but the glass keeps him from his love. 
Continuous verb forms would have seemed natural in this poem—one could well have 
written is gazing, is wooing, is keeping—and would have made it more immediate. But 
what edgar is seeking to convey is a state, not an incident, and she paints a clear picture 
that resembles a tableau rather than progressive action. even the pigeon’s pecking on 
the glass in repetition seems to have a static quality about it, as in a tableau. the poems 
about people’s occupations, like “the Ring Maker,” “the Bookbinder,” and “the Col-
lector,” which have few continuous verb forms, are especially close to tableaux. 
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Beyond expressing her natural urge to write, edgar seems to be governed in her 
writing by two enduring impulses. the first would have its origins in the sadnesses 
early in her life, the deaths of her sister and her mother and the tensions in her par-
ents’ marriage. the act of writing is a struggle against the power of time to destroy, 
a campaign to preserve memories, records of lives of striving, failures, and achieve-
ments. Her need to preserve memories goes back and forth in time. it may be the 
evocation of memories of a child ill in bed hearing her parents quarrel, or of pres-
ence at the burial of an aunt with a physical impairment that prevented her from 
marrying, or of a sense of abandonment when moving house and leaving behind 
“forty years of ghosts.” the need to preserve memories extends to a deep affection 
for mementoes like the Rheinberg piano brought from Germany a hundred years 
ago (“two pianists”) or the roll-top desk repossessed from her father’s second wife. 
Both piano and desk, we are told, are installed now in edgar’s own home: “When i 
am dead and scattered over the water / the desk will live with my writing daughter,” 
who in turn will continue to resist the onslaughts of time.
the second impulse propelling edgar to write is her desire to inject some beauty 
into the scrabble and murkiness of life. that impulse gets vivid expression in a bird 
poem near the end of The Love Procession, “the Gleaner.” Working through the lay-
ers of leaves, the whip-bird exposes beetles and worms in the rotting litter around 
it. its feathers, normally dark, are suddenly lit by shafts of light to reveal glimpses of 
color, lending the bird “a noble air, / an elevated style and poise”—in an environ-
ment of writhing leeches and hovering mosquitoes. it is reasonable to interpret the 
whip-bird as a metaphor for the poet herself, writing with “elevated style and poise” 
to offset an imperfect world, a quest that has been embraced by many poets over 
the centuries.
What impresses one in edgar’s poems, early or late, is their homogeneity, their 
completedness. there is nothing that appears accidental, nothing hurried or unfin-
ished. one of the best poems she has written since publication of The Love Proces-
sion, “Your Roses,” is a love poem that illustrates unusually well those character-
istics. it can appropriately be quoted in full and analyzed here in the light of the 
discussion of her work:
When the clatter of things
leaves me alone
i listen to your roses
whisper advice.
they speak of the scent of rain
on softened soil,
of wrens preening wings.
Your roses bring these inside.
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Quiet, i hear their voices.
When i forget,
and waste my days
in bustle and haste,
i see them droop
with a faint murmur
there, in the crystal vase
on our window ledge.
A breeze stirs the curtains
and they remind me . . .
soon, petal by petal,
your roses will leave me.
the poem is written in lines that vary between two and three stresses, a form she 
uses brilliantly to control pace and mood; we have already seen that in “summer 
Rain.” there is a careful weaving of soft, soothing alliteration throughout the poem 
(chiefly of w, l, r, and s) to create and maintain a quiet, gentle tone. Likewise there is 
also a skillful use of assonance, most notably of the short “i” in words like “things” 
and the long “i” in words like “leave”; but she maintains in general an even, smooth 
balance between long and short vowels throughout the poem. As often in her po-
ems, she modulates her pronouns between “i,” “you,” and “our” in her reach for 
intimacy; here the “our” is attached to “our window ledge,” through which comes 
the light and from which the man and woman look out upon the day’s changing 
prospects. the arresting ellipsis “Quiet” (condensed from “When it is quiet”) is 
gently evocative, rich in associations. And finally there is the structural perfection 
of the poem in the variation upon the notion of being left alone: peacefully in the 
opening line, yearningly in the last line. the poem is a masterpiece. it seems to have 
been fully conceived before it was set to paper: pacing, tone, and vocabulary are all 
in harmony. the truth of course is that such unity comes only after many hours of 
dedicated revision, the taking of time to counter the destruction of time. 
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